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POPULATION DYNAMICS MODEL: R CODE 

This supplement is a template population model to simulate the dynamics of the 

female segment of the elk herd at BDANWR.  We incorporated demographic 

stochasticity, temporal variability, and sampling variance for adult survival and juvenile 

recruitment into the iteration loop.  We also included demographic stochasticity for the 

proportion of calves that were female.  Estimates include both the proportion and number 

(given initial population sizes) of females to harvest to maintain a stable female 

population.  This code is intended to provide a guide for incorporating uncertainty into 

simulations of population dynamics. 

######################################################################## 

# A population model to simulate the dynamics of the female segment of the elk herd at  

#BDANWR, incorporating demographic, temporal, and sampling variances.  Parameters 

#include adult survival, recruitment, and proportion of female calves.  Estimates include  

#both the proportion and number (given initial population sizes) of females to harvest to 

#maintain a stable female population.  The following code was written by Ryan M.  

#DeVore and Matthew J. Butler. 

######################################################################## 

 

# Setting the number of iterations. 

iter=100000 

 

# Mean (surv) and Oakes variance (surv.var) estimates of annual adult survival using  

#Kaplan-Meier with staggered entry (Pollock et al. 1989).  We could not separate 

temporal #variability from sampling uncertainty for survival because we only had 2 

survival  

#estimates. 

surv=0.9833333 

surv.var=0.0002930135 

 

# Alpha and beta shape parameters for a beta distribution generated from the mean and  

#variance of adult survival using the method of moments (Morris and Doak 2002). 

alpha.s=((surv^2)*(1-surv)/surv.var)-surv 

beta.s=((surv*((1-surv)^2))/surv.var)-(1-surv) 

 

# Create a vector of randomly selected survival probabilities based on a beta distribution. 

S=rbeta(iter,alpha.s,beta.s) 
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# Mean (rec) and variance (rec.var) estimates of recruitment (calf:cow ratios) from March  

#and April 2011 - 2013 derived from camera traps. 

rec = c(0.1303602058,0.3672727273, 0.1616915) 

rec.var=c(0.0002527513,0.0009130218,0.0008858879) 

 

# Function used to estimate the total variance (var.tot) of recruitment using White (2000) 

# discounting variance method, where "var.temp" is temporal variance. 

f=function(var.temp,rec,rec.var){ 

  1-((sum(((rec-(sum(rec*(1/(var.temp + rec.var)))/ 

  sum(1/(var.temp + rec.var))))^2)*1/(var.temp+rec.var))/(length(rec) - 1))) 

} 

 

# Uniroot function to estimate temporal variance (var.temp). 

var.temp=uniroot(f,lower =-1,upper =1,f.lower =-

1,f.upper=1,tol=0.000000000001,rec=rec, 

  rec.var=rec.var,maxiter=1000)$root 

 

# Using weighting by variance to generate the weighted mean of recruitment. 

w=1/(var.temp+rec.var) 

w.rec=sum(rec*w)/sum(w) 

w.rec 

mean(rec) 

 

# Estimate total variance (var.tot); add temporal variance to sampling variance. 

var.tot=var.temp+mean(rec.var) 

     

# Alpha and beta shape parameters for a beta distribution generated from the weighted  

#mean (w.rec) and total variance (var.tot) of juvenile recruitment.  Based on the method 

 #of moments (Morris and Doak 2002). 

alpha.r=((w.rec^2)*(1-w.rec)/var.tot)-w.rec 

beta.r=((w.rec *(1-w.rec)^2)/var.tot)-(1-w.rec) 

 

# Create a vector of randomly selected recruitment rates based on a beta distribution. 

R=rbeta(iter,alpha.r,beta.r) 

 

# Proportion of calves that are female (assumed 50 females:50 males) and assuming a  

#normal distribution to incorporate temporal variability. 

cr=rnorm(iter,0.5,0.01) 

 

# Estimate the mean, 95% CI, and SD for lambda (growth of the female segment of the  

# population). 

lambda=S* (1+(R*cr)) 

mean(lambda) 
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quantile(lambda, probs=c(0.025,0.5,0.975)) 

sd(lambda) 

 

# Estimate the mean, 95% CI, and SD for the proportion of the female segment of the 

#population required to be harvested to maintain a stable population (g). 

g=(1-(1/(S*(1+(R*cr))))) 

mean(g) 

quantile(g,probs=c(0.025,0.975)) 

sd(g) 

 

# Creating variables to run in a for loop to estimate the number of females to harvest to 

#maintain a stable female segment of the population given several initial population  

#sizes. 

 

# Create a vector of the number of initial females in the population (NF). 

NF=seq(25,75,1) 

 

# Number of initial population sizes. 

n=length(NF) 

 

# Create blank matrices to hold estimates for the number of adult females surviving an  

#interval (ns), the number of females calves recruited to the adult age class (nr), the  

#number of adult females in the next time period (n.t1), number of adult females to  

#harvest to maintain a stable female segment of the population (nh), and a matrix holding  

#the mean and 95% upper and lower confidence limits for the number of adult females to 

#harvest to maintain a stable female segment of the population given initial population  

#sizes of females (est.nh). 

ns=matrix(NA,iter,n) 

nr=matrix(NA,iter,n) 

n.t1=matrix(NA,iter,n) 

nh=matrix(NA,iter,n) 

est.nh=matrix(NA,n,3) 

 

# For loop to estimate harvest for each initial population size. 

for (i in 1:n){ 

  # ns is the number of females surviving to the next time interval. 

  ns[,i]=rbinom(iter,NF[i],S) 

  # nr is the number of female calves surviving to the next time interval (i.e., becoming 

adults). 

  nr[,i]=rbinom(iter,ns[,i],(R*cr)) 

  # n.t1 is the total number of females at the next time interval (t + 1). 

  n.t1[,i]=ns[,i]+nr[,i] 

  # nh is the number of females to harvest to maintain a stable population. 

  nh[,i]=n.t1[,i]-NF[i] 

  # Estimated median and confidence limits of harvest numbers by population size. 
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  est.nh[i,]=quantile(nh[,i],probs=c(0.025,0.5,0.975)) 

} 

 

# Create a vector with the estimated mean, and upper and lower 95% confidence limits,  

#for the number of adult females to harvest to maintain a stable segment of the female 

#population.  This code labels the columns for the initial population size and harvest  

#estimates. 

harv=cbind(NF,est.nh) 

harv=as.data.frame(harv) 

names(harv)=c("NF","LCL.H","H","UCL.H") 

 

# Plot the number of females to harvest to maintain a stable female segment of the  

#population across various initial female population sizes.  

par(cex.lab=1.4) 

par(font.lab=2) 

par(cex.main=1.6) 

par(font.main=2) 

par(cex.axis=1.2) 

par(lwd=2) 

par(mar=c(5,5,2,2)) 

plot(harv$NF,harv$H,type="l",xlab="Initial adult female abundance",ylab= 

  "Number to harvest",ylim=c(-2,20),yaxp=c(-2,20,11),xlim=c(25,75),xaxp=c(25,75,10), 

  col="black") 

par(lwd=1) 

# Include the lower and upper confidence limits for number of females to harvest. 

lines(harv$NF,harv$LCL.H,lty=3) 

lines(harv$NF,harv$UCL.H,lty=3) 

 

######################################################################## 

# End script. 

######################################################################## 
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